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Abstract 

 

Reflective Impulse: An investigation in to the Use of Depth Sensing 
Devices in Performance Design 

 

Lacey E. Erb, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 
Supervisor:  Megan Alrutz 

Co-Supervisor: Sven Ortel 

 
Live performances that use projection technology and other interactive media 

have gained popularity and are providing many opportunities for designers.  The 

availability of commercial depth sensing devices has made sophisticated moving tracking 

technology available to the public.  Their utilization in performance design has had varied 

success in terms of audience engagement.   

Through the creation of an interactive dance piece Reflective Impulse this thesis 

explores what elements make up successful interactive and immersive performances; 

attempts to assess what benefits motion tracking via point cloud generating devices offer 

a designer for creating design for performance; and asks how to best to use motion 

tracking technology to aid in storytelling and in audience engagement.  

This paper reports and reflects upon the process of creating Reflective Impulse 

with the aim of exploring depth sensing technology while the author learned and refining 

skills and techniques needed to create successful interactive media performance pieces.  

Process assessment and audience response surveys are used to gage success.  
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Project Background - Getting to this Thesis Project 

INITIAL IDEA – A 3D MOVEMENT ARCHIVE SYSTEM 

Prior to graduate school I had extensive conversations about creating a three-

dimensional (3D) movement archive and notation system with a friend and collaborator, 

choreographer Chris Harris.  The idea was to create a system that uses movement 

tracking sensors in conjunction with animated 3D figures to record movement of multiple 

dancers in a space.  Our plan was to track the pathways and position in the performance, 

as well as the exact movements: choreographic phrasing, gestures, and affect of the 

performance from all angles.  This technology would create an archive of the 

performance from the perspective of the audience and from the performers perspective.  

Generating a record of the performance that could additionally be used to teach the 

complete movement of the piece.  An additional goal was to use commercially available 

technology and make it available and affordable for the average independent 

choreographer and to used in a standard rehearsal space or theatre.     

In the spring of my first year of graduate school, with this idea of a 3D movement 

archive and notation system in mind, I began my investigation into motion tracking with 

a dance piece called Pathways, which was a collaboration with classmate Kaiwen Fa 

(MFA candidate 2019).  This piece performed in the ‘Ears, Eyes and Feet' concert in May 

2015 at the UT Austin.  The first section of the piece looked at a technique that tracked 

the position of the performers. The position information was used to generate projected 

imagery by drawing lines that were projected onto the cyc.  The goal was to create a 

‘map’ similar to that of a subway map of the dancer’s pathways traversed on the stage 

with each dancer represented by a different color.   

Using Isadora, a graphic programing environment designed for real-time 

manipulation of imagery, and a CCTV camera filming the stage from above, I tracked the 

movement of the performers via a technique called blob tracking.1  Blob tracking is a 

                                                
1 Coniglio, Mark. Isadora. TROIKATRONIX : ISADORA; troikatronix.com.  Accessed 5 May 2017. 
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Background Subtraction process where in you take an initial snapshot of the background 

of the scene.  That snapshot is compared to the live image of performers moving through 

the space and subtracted from it.  Leaving blob forms of the bodies moving that can be 

used as coordinates in reference to the filmed image.  In this case I used those coordinates 

to draw lines in an attempt to represent the paths of the performers.   

Through the creation of this piece I found that blob tracking did well for tracking 

position of a single body.  I was able to create a unique line that reasonably depicted the 

dancer’s positional movement across the stage.  By projecting that image on the cyc 

behind the stage a map of the path taken by the dancer was created. However, with 

multiple performers the idea of depicting individual pathways fell apart. The blobs 

created with background subtraction in Isadora did not have any way of keeping the 

different bodies individualized.  The position coordinates of the multiple dancers, and 

consequently the lines drawn based on those positions, frequently became jumbled and 

swapped bodies.  The lines drawn no longer followed the path taken by individual bodies 

in space, but began connecting the position of the dancers like a dot-to-dot puzzle, 

creating a very different visual image than what I intended.  Additionally this method did 

not record any sort of gestural information or phrasing of the movement.   Choreography 

comprises these things in addition to position on stage. 

Realizing that blob tracking alone would not be sufficient enough to capture all 

the detailed movement information I was interested in I shifted my attention to more 

sophisticated tracking systems and complicated sensors and began looking at user-

Interface devices used in computer and console gaming.  Specifically I looked at the 

Microsoft Kinect and subsequently the Intel RealSense.  These devices incorporate a 

depth sensor in tandem with a high definition (HD) camera. They are designed to track 

multiple bodies, or players, and are already configured to recognize forms and gestures of 

individual bodies in 3D space.  The depth sensor allows for 3D sensing of the space and 

creation of a point cloud, an identifiable set of coordinates in 3D space.  I expected this 

3D information as having a great advantage over what can be done with a 2D video 

image.   
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In addition to the practical exploration with blob tracking I met with faculty 

members Dr. Tina Curran who is co-founder, with Ann Huchinson Guest, of the 

Language of Dance center, and Yacov Sharir who has worked extensively with 

interactive systems, virtual realities, wearable computers and computer animation, to get 

feedback on my 3D movement archive idea. 2,3  I found that there has been a significant 

amount of work done creating dance notation systems that use the written word and 

symbols that represent movement.  There has also been extensive work to incorporate 

various technologies into notation and performance.  For someone who has not studied 

written notation systems they are unclear and cumbersome.   

 
Notation is by definition an indirect medium, insofar as it focuses our attention 
not on the movement but on the symbols that mean movement.  Notation is a 
medium that features an extra layer of mediation, given the intervention of 
symbolic representation, which imposes a linguistic meaning, an extrinsic layer 
of semantic interpretation, on the process of communicating scripted movement.  

 – Nicholas Salazar Sutil4 

 
For decades choreographers have been working on way to archive their work using 

technological methods including video and motion capture, as well as finding ways to use 

technology in performance.  Notably in 1999, Merce Cunningham with the Open Ended 

Group created BIPED which featured a virtual dancer created using motion capture data 

in conjunction to a written notation system.5  Movement data was gathered by filming the 

dancers wearing highly reflective balls on their bodies. The data was then taken into a 

software called LifeForms (now DanceForms) and then visually manipulated and 

projected along with dancers in performance. Today, the use of motion capture is 

                                                
2 Language of Dance Center. www.lodc.org/about-us/what-is-language-of-dance.html. Accessed 26 Mar. 

2016. 
3 Sweeney, Sarah-Grace. "Dance Professor Yacov Sharir Researches Virtual Reality and Interactive 

Systems to Advance Modern Dance." The Daily Texan [Austin, TX], 4 Nov. 2012. 
4 Sutil, Nicolas Salazar. Motion and Representation: The Language of Human Movement. Cambridge, MIT 

Press, 2015. 
5 Merce Cunningham Trust. 

www.mercecunningham.org/index.cfm/choreography/dancedetail/params/work_ID/165/. 
Accessed 3 May 2017. 
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commonplace in the film and animation industries, but its application in live performance 

is limited.   The specific hardware and software equipment needed to collect the data is 

costly and cumbersome, and the level programing skill needed to process the data his is 

high. 

During my second year, I continued my conversations with Dr. Tina Curran, and 

Yacov Sharir. I also spoke with Mark Coniglio, the creator of the Isadora software, about 

his work using motion tracking in performance.6  These discussions helped me see just 

how big of a project that 3D notation system topic really was, and how many pieces were 

involved. The enormity of sifting through all of the work that has been done to find the 

pieces that need fit together became overwhelming to me.  It started to feel like a vast 

research project that felt very dry by itself.  Sifting through other peoples work, breaking 

apart and identifying the technological pieces to propose how they might be adapted 

together differently to begin to create a working 3D archive system.  While interesting, 

the scope of this research project and the format of the M.F.A. thesis timeline did not 

seem to allow for me to be creating anything artistic of my own.   

Additionally in my second year, while I was beginning to understand the extent of 

work that already existed on 3D notation systems, I began looking at the idea of using 

media as a character in performance.  During the Dance Repertory Theatre 2016 concert 

Bodies and Souls I worked with choreographer Erica Gionfriddo to create They Have Big 

Voices Where the Universe Ends.  We set out to create a dynamic and intentional world 

where the projections and lighting asserted another layer of communication. A world 

where each performer would experiences both spacial constriction and expansion.  The 

audience’s perception of the piece was guided by the projected media, oftentimes 

obscuring the stage and the performers. A significant amount of the media and movement 

were choreographed together. As the projection designer I approached projection as 

lighting. Ultimately projection and lighting were able to be active participants in this 

piece.   

                                                
6 Coniglio, Mark. Interview. 23 Mar. 2016. 
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CHANGING TOPICS – AN INTERACTIVE MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE PIECE 

I spent the summer between my second and third year of graduate school feeling 

conflicted about not being excited and engaged with my original idea of creating a 3D 

movement archive system.  The next steps in that line of inquiry felt as if they would no 

heart and would lack artistic creativity.  I realized that it is a project and a conversation 

that I am still interested in, just not in the context of my M.F.A. thesis. However, the idea 

of using live movement tracking to create an interactive performance was still interesting 

to me.  Consequently at the beginning of third year I decided to shift my thesis topic so 

that I could create something using movement tracking.  

Even after creating Pathways and They Have Big Voices Where the Universe Ends 

using movement tracking and creating interactive media in performance still felt very 

new to me.  While I’ve been drawn to interactive media work I’ve also had an aversion to 

it.  Often pieces with interactive media seem as if the relationship between the 

performance and the media is imbalanced.  As Mark Coniglio points out, the appearance 

of interactive technology in a work “unavoidably shifts the content, the frame and 

dialogic relationship between them.”7   The addition of technology doesn’t always 

dramaturgically support the piece.  In my opinion it is not a character in conversation 

with or in support of the rest of the performance.  Instead it is an added trick.  Media 

effects that are extraneous take away form the performance itself instead of engaging the 

audience.  My hesitation to use movement tracking comes from wanting to do it in a way 

that extends and supports the performance, rather than hinders or distracts from it.  

Realizing that being able to create successful work using movement tracking means 

knowing how to use the tools to further my interest in creating an interactive performance 

piece.  

 
                                                
7 Coniglio, Mark. "Conclusions: Reflections, Interventions, and the Dramaturgy of Interactivity." 

Afterword. Digital Movement Essays in Motion Technology and Performance, edited by Nicholas 
Salazar Sutil and Sita Popat, Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 273-84. 
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Inspiration  
There are a number of artists whom I am drawn to who do interactive movement 

performance work.  While trying to figure out what kind of piece I wanted to create I 

repeatedly found myself returning to the work of two companies: Chunky Move and 

Anna M. & Claire B (AM-CB).   

 Chunky Move is a company that explores the possibilities of contemporary dance 

through cross-genre collaborations.8 Chunky Move worked with interactive video 

designer Freider Weiss to create intermedia dance performances Mortal Engine and 

Glow.  Produced in 2008 and 2006 respectively Mortal Engine and Glow use movement 

and sound responsive projections to look at the limits of the human body and the 

relationship of dance to cutting edge technology.910  Frieder Weiss’ work on these pieces 

is apart of a larger series of his work called ‘Perceivable Bodies’ where in he generates 

“highly aesthetical images which are still very close to the body image.”11 The imagery 

of these pieces is incredibly precise with a very tight corona or halo around the performer 

very closely synced with the movement.  That kind of precision could not be faked even 

with the most exacting and rehearsed choreography.  It is a prime example of something 

you could not achieve without motion tracking.   

AM-CB	creates	performances	and	installation	exhibits	in	the	field	of	digital	art.		

In	2013	they	produced Hakanaï a dance performance piece that is performed in a scrim 

cube in what they call “quadrifrontal performance.”  The piece is a single dancer with 

“live animations based on physical movement modeling” projected on all four walls of 

the cube.12  The audience surrounds the cube looking in at the dancer.  In 2015 they 

created an exhibit called XYZT Abstract Landscapes that consisted of ten audience 

interactive installations including a version of the cube they used in Hakanaï.  I was able 
                                                
8 Chunky Move - Contemporary Dance Company Melbourne. chunkymove.com.au/company/about-us/. 

Accessed 29 Apr. 2017. 
9 Weiss, Frieder. Glow. 2006. This is the Website of Frieder Weiss, www.frieder-

weiss.de/works/all/Glow.php. Accessed 5 May 2017. 
10 Weiss, Frieder. Moral Engine. 2008. This is the Website of Frieder Weiss, www.frieder-

weiss.de/works/all/Mortal-Engine.php. Accessed 27 Apr. 2016. 
11 Weiss. Glow. 
12 Mondot, Adrien, and Claire Berdainne. Hakanai. 2013.  
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to see the XYZT at the Palais De La Découverte in Paris, France the summer of 2015 

between my first and second years.13 

Hakanaï and two of AM-CB’s other pieces Cinématique and Movement of Air utilize 

projections that surround the dancers in a 3D space.14,15 Their work has a clear connection 

between the media and the performers, or in the case of the installation pieces the 

audience (who are the performers). The response time of the movement tracking is 

seamless and the media generated feels like it belongs in the world.  The images created 

seem to react in accordance to physics, adhering to gravity and wind for example.  This 

makes viewing the world created in their work feel natural in spite of its obvious 

artificiality.   

Both Chunky Move and AM-CB stick to a mostly black and white aesthetic.  The 

imagery is cohesive with each piece having its own consistent visual language.  Hakanaï,	

Cinématique	 and	Movement	 of	 Air	 the	 media	 is	 more	 of	 a	 conversation	 with	 the	

performers	and	in	reaction	to	the	movement,	whereas	in	Mortal Engine and Glow the 

media is more an extension of the performers and sometimes used to obscure the 

movement and bodies.   

My experience with XYZT Abstract Landscapes in Paris was illuminating in many 

ways.  Seeing in person and not just on video the interactive media work of artist I 

admired. Watching people become completely captivated with the pieces, experiencing 

the different ways in which movement tracking and sound reaction could be used to 

create interesting engaging work.  It made me curious about how using interactive 

technology in different ways is possible, and inspired me to see how I could leverage 

movement tracking technology in my own work. Figuring out how these tracking 

techniques worked and could be applied to performance design was exciting. Shifting my 

focus to develop these skills in the context of creating a performance piece also felt as if I 

wasn’t abandoning my original thesis idea of a 3D movement archive system because 
                                                
13 Mondot, Adrien, and Claire Berdainne. XYZT Abstract Landscapes. 2015, Palais de la Découverte, Paris. 
14 Mondot, Adrien, and Claire Berdainne. Cinématique. 2010.  
15 Mondot, Adrien, and Claire Berdainne. The Movement of Air. 2015. 
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working with movement tracking develops skills applicable to working with that project 

as well.   

TECHNOLOGY IN PERFORMANCE DESIGN 

In order to judge the benefits of motion tracking technology for creating 

performance design I started to look at specific tools with which to build skills.  By my 

third year I had worked with blob tracking in Isadora via a CCTV camera for Pathways, 

and with choreographing media on They Have Big Voices Where the Universe Ends.  

There were many other more sophisticated tools that could be used for movement 

tracking that I hadn’t worked with - tools, which I presumed, could be applied both in 

interactive performance and in the long run creating a 3D archive system.   

All of the pieces I reference by Chunky Move and AM-CB use some sort of 

technology to track the movement of the performers.  Frieder Weiss worked with an 

infrared video camera and as a professional software developer he built his own custom 

video tracking software, Kalypso.  AM-CB’s work in Hakanaï	 and	 XYZT Abstract 

Landscapes used Kinect sensors, cameras and microphones along with their own custom 

software eMotion.  Being able to see AM-CB’s cube up close and take a look at pieces of 

their tracking and projection system aided me significantly in creating my thesis setup.   

Prior to seeing the systems used by AM-CB in the XYZT exhibit system using Kinect 

sensors were theoretical to me.   

The Microsoft XBOX Kinect was a tool I had previously considered for the 

archive system.  Originally released in 2010 as an add-on peripheral to the XBOX 

gaming console the Kinect was marketed as a ‘natural user interface’ through which 

players could control and interact with the game consul without the need of a game 

controller.  The combination of optical and infra-red sensors allows for the tracking of 

multiple individual bodies without the need of reflective balls, as well as for gestural and 

skeletal tracking.  Microsoft released the Kinect for Windows Software Developers Kit or 

SDK in 2011, which made it possible for individuals to develop their own uses for the 
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Kinect.16 This was significant because prior to this motion capture technology relied on a 

significant amount of expensive equipment that was not generally available to the 

average person.  The Kinect V2 was released in 2014.  This second-generation has 

improved motion tracking and is able to generate a true point cloud with it depth sensor.  

The accessibility of this technology and its proven ability to be used in interactive 

performance made it a useful tool for my investigation.   

 The Kinect is a depth-sensing device.  With an infrared light source and camera it 

that emits light that is reflected by objects in the scene and reflected back to the camera, 

where the precise time of arrival is measured producing a per-pixel distance 

measurement. This is called a point cloud. Each point has a Unique X, Y and Z 

coordinate in space. The possibilities of using these 3D points for positioning information 

are where I see the greatest advantage for designers.  One big question I had was how and 

if motion tracking technologies can distinguish between unique individuals on stage.  My 

hope was by using point cloud generating devices you could bypass the difficulty of 

tracking multiple bodies with blob tracking.  

In the fall of my third year the University of Texas at Austin Integrated Media 

department (UTIM) hosted its second TouchDesigner workshop with Ian Shelanskey.  

TouchDesigner is a visual programing language for real time interactive multimedia 

content.17,18 The first workshop (a year earlier) was an introduction to the program.  In 

this second workshop we focused on tools for motion tracking, in particular the Kinect 

and the Leap Motion. We also discussed the Intel RealSense. Like Isadora, 

TouchDesigner is a node based programing language that is not dependent on computer 

programing skills.  Since I am not a programmer both Isadora and TouchDesigner were 

programs that seemed accessible to me for creating interactive movement performances.  

Through the work we did during these two TouchDesigner workshops I saw how 
                                                
16 "Kinect for Windows SDK Beta - Microsoft Research." Microsoft, www.microsoft.com/en-

us/research/project/kinect-for-windows-sdk-
beta/?from=http%3A%2F%2Fresearch.microsoft.com%2Fen-
us%2Fum%2Fredmond%2Fprojects%2Fkinectsdk%2Fdownload.aspx. Accessed 5 May 2017. 

17 "TouchDesigner." Wikipedia, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TouchDesigner. Accessed 30 Apr. 2017. 
18 TouchDesigner. Derivative, www.derivative.ca/. Accessed 5 May 2017. 
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functional TouchDesiger is. It also has a very large user community that is very 

supportive and responsive to questions. I decided to develop my thesis using 

TouchDesigner because of this supportive user community, its applications beyond 

movement performance, and its robust flexibility. 

The RealSense R200 is a similar, competing device to the Kinect.  Released in early 

2015 conversations about it in the development community touted that it was possible to 

run multiple R200s off of one CPU, whereas the Kinect was limited one sensor per CPU.  

This is significant because would reduce the computer resources necessary to develop a 

multi-sensor system.  The RealSense R200 also has a slightly longer range in its field of 

view compared to the Kinect meaning it could see bodies that are further away.  When 

thinking about tracking performers on a large stage I was envisioning using multiple 

sensors and thus having a longer sensor range would be useful.   

In order use technology creatively in developing an interactive media piece I had to 

learn the tools first.  In October of 2016 I started working with the Intel RealSense R200 

sensor and TouchDesigner.  The initial step of getting the proper RealSense software 

developer kit, or SDK, onto the computer to work with TouchDesigner was a learning 

experience.  The intricacies of downloading the software in the right order and method 

were more complicated and time consuming than I expected.  It certainly was not plug 

and play.  Eventually I did get the SDK loaded appropriately with the specific version of 

windows and working with TouchDesigner.  I started working through tutorials specific 

to working with the RealSense and TouchDesigner by Audri Phillips that were listed on 

the Intel Developer Zone.19,20 

 

 

                                                
19 "Using the Intel® RealSense™ Camera with TouchDesigner*: Part 1." Intel Developers Zone, 

software.intel.com/en-us/articles/using-the-intel-realsense-camera-with-touchdesigner-part-1. 
Accessed 23 Nov. 2016. 

20 "Using the Intel® RealSense™ Camera with TouchDesigner*: Part 2." Intel Developers Zone, 
software.intel.com/en-us/articles/using-the-intel-realsense-camera-with-touchdesigner-part-2. 
Accessed 23 Nov. 2016. 
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Figure 1: Picture showing TouchDesigner programing and image of author rendered via 
the point cloud in back ground. 

  

After just over a week I was able to generate imagery using the RealSense R200 

through TouchDesigner. Through this experience the functionality difference between the 

RealSense and the Kinect with in TouchDesigner became apparent.  As a newer product 

with a much more controlled release of the developer’s kit the RealSense was not as well 

supported.  Much more work would need to go into the programing using the RealSense 

to get similar results to what might be possible with the Kinect.  Clearly lacking was the 

RealSense R200’s ability to do skeletal or gestural tracking.  With out these components I 

did not feel that this device would support many of the things I wanted to try.  Figuring 

out how to work-around this to achieve the same functionality was not a good use of 

time.  Additionally my co-producing partner and classmate Kate Ducey (MFA 2017) had 

chosen to use the Kinect over the RealSense.  I anticipated us having some of the same 

questions about the use of the sensors.  If each of us were to use the same equipment it 

would allow us troubleshoot and figure things out in parallel to eachother. Given time 
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and a development team the R200 could have worked for the project, but those were 

resources I did not have. I shifted away from the R200 and back to working the Kinect.   

 As I worked with the RealSense and TouchDesigner and the UTIM department’s  

Windows laptops I realized that the computer I needed did not exist in the department. 

Thus I decided to build my own windows workstation that would be capable of running 

TouchDesigner and work with the Kinect.  It would also serve as a recourse for myself as 

I moved forward in my career. 
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Project Process – Development of the Performance Piece 

After deciding to shift thesis topics, I worked to come up with a project that 

would use motion tracking with a depth-sensing device and some sort of immersive 

projection where the performers would be interacting with or generating the projection 

imagery.  I was also interested in tracking movement of multiple bodies in 3D space.  The 

general idea of a dance trio immersed in surround projection began to form.  

 I spent significant time learning how to use various pieces of technology and 

figuring out how I might apply those tools to developing a performance piece.  Having an 

understanding of the tools and what I could do with them was necessary for having 

conversations with collaborators.   

While working on the system in the fall, I also spent a significant amount of time 

thinking about the direction and performance of the piece. In its shape, I wanted the piece 

to be a trio to work with tracking multiple bodies in the space.  I was interested in seeing 

how well I could get multiple, distinct bodies to be continually tracked during a dance 

using the Kinect player indexing and point cloud data.  My hope was that it would be 

fairly accurate tracking, especially in comparison to blob tracking, which based on my 

experience on Pathways was unable to track unique bodies.  I wanted the movement of 

the performers to affect and generate the imagery with the performers directly interacting 

with it.   

My classmate in the Integrated Media program Kate Ducey and I were both 

thinking to build some sort of immersive space in which to place either the audience or 

the performers for our thesis projects. I was considering either a corner set with 

projection on two walls and floor like that of AM-CB’s Movement of Air 21 (figure 2) or a 

three sided Cave Automatic Virtual Environment or CAVE space which is an immersive 

virtual reality environment often created by projecting imagery on the walls and floor of a 

room-sized cube (figure 3). 

                                                
21  Mondot, Adrien, and Claire Bardainne.  The Movement of Air.   
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Kate was also contemplating the CAVE environment.  Because of the similarity 

of our ideas and the complexity of these set ups we started talking about combining 

forces on the scenic and system elements and co-producing. Individually we would 

develop separate projects using this common scenic space and shared projection systems.  

Our sensor systems would also become similar and use shared equipment.   

 

 

Figure 2: AM-CB Movement of Air corner set 

 

Figure 3: Cyclorama or CAVE projection space 

Kate and I each experienced the XYZT Abstract Landscapes exhibit in Paris.  One 

thing that I took away from seeing this exhibit was a physical sense for how they had 
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their space set up.  The immersive space and tracking used by AM-CB was something I 

wanted to figure out how to do.  AM-CB’s cube became a direct inspiration for the scenic 

installation Kate and I created together. Having a personal connection through 

experiencing the museum exhibit set up made it easier to envision.  It is also an 

opportunity to emulate one of my main examples of this kind of work done successfully.  

We set out to design our own version of the AM-CB cube.   

Conceptually, the idea of a performance in a cube, or placing a performer in a box 

was intriguing to me. The cube setup and surround projection delineated the audience 

relation to the piece.  I would be placing the performers on the inside, and the audience 

on the outside looking in. Intentional or not this audience relationship infers meaning.  It 

is a voyeuristic set up and raises questions about what the cube is and why the performers 

are in it.  The spacial, physical and visual division between the audience and the 

performer echoes the division I see between people and in our society.  Dramaturgically 

creating a performance with someone in a physical box has significant semiotic meaning 

that is hard to ignore.  I embraced this to become the basis of thematic thoughts about the 

piece: How do we divide ourselves, box ourselves and others up, in order to navigate the 

world? What can we do to break out of those boxes to create connection between people?  

This thematic questions and the direct reflections of the dancers in the media inspired the 

piece title Reflective Impulse.   

In late September, I asked choreographer and adjunct dance faculty member Erica 

Gionfriddo to collaborate on the project with me as the choreographer.  We had recently 

worked together on They Have Big Voices Where the Universe Ends and on the 

production DOMAIN produced her company ARCOS.  She and I had already been having 

conversations about media as a character and ways to incorporate technology in 

performance.  

Looking at how much effort it took in TouchDesigner to just get the RealSense to 

work and how much attention direction of the piece was beginning to take I knew I 

needed to expand my team to include a programmer.  I needed another set of eyes whose 

job it was to pay attention to the programing so that I could split my focus between 
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directing and programing.   Rachel Frock (UT Computer Science 2016) joined the team 

in December to act as my programmer.  

My collaboration team at this point included: Erica Gionfriddo as the 

choreographer; undergraduate dance majors Anna Starr and Connor Tempe as dancers; 

and Rachel Frock as programmer; Kate Ducey as co-producer and sounding board; Clint 

Sawin (Bridging Disciplines 2017) as a technical collaborator, although his focus was 

shifting towards Kate’s project The Culling; and Mercedes McCleary designed our 

lighting.  Because of how many moving pieces there already were and how close it was 

to the research and development time, I decided that having music be an interactive 

component of the piece was one thing to many.  Instead I would use pre-recorded music.  

Eliot Fischer, also of ARCOS dance, would put together some prerecorded ambient 

sound pieces for us to use.     

THE CUBE 

As Kate and I began designing our version of the cube we anticipated setting up 

in a lab space for a prolonged development period prior to moving into the final 

performance space. In October our combined thesis projects, presented as 

2Projects/1Cube, were chosen by the College of Fine Arts to be presented at South by 

Southwest Interactive (SXSW) as apart of the University of Texas events.  We would be 

performing our projects multiple times in multiple venues.  The cube and system needed 

to be able to deconstruct and reconstruct simply and quickly.   
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Figure 4: First pass at constructing the cube frame in the lab space missing two bottom 
rails and the fabric skin. 

 

The cube is made up of spans of two-inch aluminum square tube that make up the 

horizontal and vertical sections of the cube.  The corner pieces were custom made out of 

perforated steel square tube that fit inside the ends aluminum spans.  Drilled holes in the 

aluminum square tube allow for the pieces to be bolted together.  The skin of the cube are 

voile panels which velcro to the cube frame.  Aluminum plates are affixed to the center 

top of each of the four walls of the cube for projector and sensor mounting platforms.  

The projector and sensor systems are integrated into the structure of the cube.  
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Figure 5: Some of the cube pieces: aluminum square-tube horizontal and vertical sections 
and two types of the steel corner joint assemblies. 

 

 

Figure 6:  Cube corner assembly fitting into the aluminum spans. 
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Figure 7:  An assembled corner from the outside and from the inside. 

 

 

Figure 8:  An assembled corner from the outside and from the inside. 
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LABORATORY SPACE  

 In November, reservations through the University Unions for the SAC black box 

opened.  Through the USITT Student Chapter we were able to reserve the SAC black box 

January 24th through February 4th with performances scheduled February 3rd and 4th.   

Anticipating the need to do significant research and development of the project on the 

actual system, Kate Ducey and I scheduled WIN 1.134 over winter break to act as our lab 

space.  We knew that in order to trouble shoot the system alone we would have to set it 

up.  And for each of our projects to have sufficient development and rehearsal time the 

cube had to be set up for an extended period of time.  Ideally it would have been great to 

have it set up in our actual performance space, but that was not a possibility.  We used 

WIN 1.134 as a lab space December 15 through January 16. Having this laboratory space 

and time was pivotal to being able to make the project work.   

Our temporary lab space, Winship 1.134, became available to us on December 11.  

The build of the cube was mostly completed on December 15 and we were able to begin 

setting it up in the space.  Due to a backordered piece of aluminum square tube we did 

not quite have all the pieces in place during this rehearsal period.  

THE SYSTEM 

Developing an interactive performance piece relies heavily on the movement 

tracking and projection system.  Without it there is no interactivity.  In order to gauge the 

benefits that motion tracking via point cloud generating devices offered me as a designer 

I needed to have a working motion tracking system.  A lot of the time spent in our lab 

space was dedicated to making this system work.   

Once the cube structure was stabilized we began installing projection system 

including five projectors, one for each wall and one for the floor.  The wall projectors 

were mounted on projector platforms attached to the top of each wall and focused on the 

opposite wall.  The floor projector was mounted on the ceiling.  For the short throw 

between the projectors and the walls we used wide-angle lenses.  We calculated the beam 

coverage spilled on to the adjacent walls and the floor.  Kate and I each came up with 
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slightly different calculations of the resolution but ultimately the OBJ and UVW map we 

used in d3 were the version Kate created so we went with her numbers.  The resolution of 

each wall, 681x449 pixels, was only a portion of the 1280x800 pixel resolution of each 

projector.  The working resolution four walls together were 2724x449 and the floor 

681x681. 

 

 

Figure 9: Reference in lab of the wall resolution and UVW map layout of the cube.  Both 
projects referenced this frequently. 
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For playback we used a d3 media server (an integrated production suite that 

allows for control of 3D mapping) with two Matrox triple heads in order to get six 

outputs: the graphic user interface (GUI) and the five Optoma projectors for the cube 

walls and floor.  We wrestled for a time getting the server to properly see all of the 

outputs and then getting them configured correctly in d3. An OBJ of the cube and its 

UVW map of the unwrapped cube was created in Blender and an OBJ file created and 

loaded into d3.  Our unwrapped cube is designed to keep the wall surfaces continuous 

with the floor section is continuous to only one wall.  

The d3 server took care of the projection mapping and acted as a pass through for 

the content.  It was the common point between my TouchDesigner system and Kate’s 

Unity system.  For me it was somewhat of a redundant step as I could have figured out 

the projection mapping directly from TouchDesigner. Instead the TouchDesigner 

programing was set up to output in the format of the UVW map for the cube.  That was 

then sent via Spout NDI (over network) to d3 which treated it as a webcam feed.  

 The two Kinect sensors, A and B, were mounted on opposite walls of the cube, 

tracking movement on the inside.  The sensor data fed into two PC computers each 

running TouchDesigner.  One of these computers was the primary image processor.  

Kinect A fed directly into this main computer.  The second computer acted as a pass 

through, sending the data from Kinect B to the primary processor.  The primary 

TouchDesigner machine is where all the image generation was created.  The images were 

then sent to d3 to be projected out on to the cube.   

 The calibration of the sensors took some time.  Figuring out the focus of the 

cameras for the widest coverage and adjusting them to the height and movement of the 

dancers.  Kinect B was the sensor shared between my project and Kate Ducey’s project.  

As her only sensor the focus of Kinect B was set by her project and I adapted my use of it 

to work within that focus.   
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Figure 10: Sketch diagram of Kinect sensor coverage on the walls of the cube. 

Once the system was installed the next big step towards having a working system 

was figuring out how to send imagery to the projectors from TouchDesigner.  As I had 

been researching things that TouchDesigner could do I started following the 

TouchDesigner Help Group22 and TouchDesigner23 Facebook feeds.  On these groups the 

people from Derivative (the creators of TouchDesigner) and other TouchDesigner users 

post projects they are working on.  One such post was an installation called Red Rum by 

Ildar Iakabov a media artist from St. Petersberg Russia. This installation used multiple 

projectors to project geometric patterns on four walls of a room.  I was drawn to the 

imagery and curious about how he generated it.  I contacted Ildar through Facebook and 

asked if he would be willing to share how he created the imagery.  He ended up sending 

me his entire TouchDesigner project file.  Included in this project file was his projection 

mapping system.  Having this project as an example was a big help to Rachel and me in 
                                                
22 "TouchDesigner Help Group." Facebook, www.facebook.com/groups/touchdesignerhelp/. Accessed 5 

May 2017. 
23 "TouchDesigner." Facebook, www.facebook.com/TouchDesigner/. Accessed 5 May 2017. 
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figuring out how to set up our own projection mapping for the cube as we were able to 

refer an to existing mapping system similar to our own cube sett up. 

Because Red Rum was projecting on four walls of a room, it’s projector setup was 

very similar to our setup for the cube.  Rachel and I started by adapting this project to our 

cube space and created separate projector outputs for each of the four walls.  These four 

feeds then were combined into one image positioned and spaced to fit the unwrapped 

cube UVW map.  This final arrangement was then sent out via a spoutout node and 

through Spout NDI to d3.  With a few adjustments to the geometry of Red Rum to match 

the geometry of the frame of the cube we were able to get the iterative geometry to line 

up nicely.  Rachel and I began brainstorming how we might be able to have a dancer 

trigger some of the Red Rum imagery.  Initial thoughts were using a zone trigger as a 

button to start the rotation of the squares, and also to have a dancer pull the image out of 

the wall to have the squares come out of infinity to surround the dancers in the space.  
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Figure 11: Red Rum by Ildar Iakabov adapted to our scrim cube. Programmer Rachel 
Frock inside.  

 

SENSOR INTERACTION AND EFFECT BUILDING 

Figuring out the physical structure of the cube and the specifics of the playback 

system were two parts of the laying the foundation to create Reflective Impulse. Another 

part was building the custom nodes in the software that allowed me to utilize the tracking 

data and control the imagery.  I realized that in order to create a project that puts tracking 

and depth sensing technology and test how these tools can be used to engage an audience 

I had to come up with building blocks to work with, practical applications of the 

technology.  These effects or scenarios are the pieces I brought into rehearsal with the 

dancers and choreographer to build the performance piece.  Rachel and I spent the first 

week of January figuring out the output to the projectors and roughing in the various 

effects.  During this time Erica came by to check out the space. I was able to walk her 
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through the effects and content elements that were started.   

Not knowing exactly what we could create in the way of generative imagery using 

the sensor data, Rachel and I set out to build a series of effects by just trying things out.  

There were a number of ideas that I was interested in trying to create, I was not exactly 

sure how to approach them.  We began by building on elements of content I had already 

worked with in Touch Designer for the GoGrant Kate and I received for development of 

our Cohen New Works Festival piece.  For the GoGrant we created a simple patch where 

a particle-generating orb followed the hand position of a person.  This patch, with a 

sphere geometry following the position of the hand, became the basis of the paint effect.  

Instead of emitting particles, the rendering of the sphere was put through a feedback loop 

with a blur so that as the sphere moved it created a trail where the sphere had been.  

Zone triggers were something that we touched on with Ian Shelanskey during the 

second TouchDesigner workshop early in the fall of third year.  The idea behind a zone 

trigger is that when a person, or a specified portion of a person ends up within a 3d zone 

it activates or trigger a visual effect.  With the depth sensing capability of the Kinect it is 

possible to distinguish a specific area in space by looking at a specific range of values of 

X,Y, and Z.  We focused on creating specific trigger zones in each corner of the cube.  In 

the case of the corner triggers the position of the dancers head was tracked.  When the 

head position entered the zone-area in the corner, it would activate that corner trigger.  

We also created a more general zone that was a certain Z distance away from the sensor 

mounted over the door.  This version of the trigger tracked the left-hand of the dancer.  

These zone triggers were used in conjunction with the generative effects to turn them on 

or off.   

As much as I was attracted to the geometric imagery of Red Rum, I did not feel 

comfortable using someone else’s work in whole.  However, from this project I chose to 

recreate the squares growing out of the wall and surrounding the cube.  We duplicated the 

geometry patch from Red Rum and set the color to white.  Animating the geometry to 

look like the squares were moving from infinity to surround the cube was a mater of 

moving the position of the cameras in the render.  Each camera view coincided with a 
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wall of the cube, so moving the cameras together created the image of the geometry 

moving.  We paired this animation with a zone trigger placed in the center of the wall 

where the squares originated from.  The choreography included a movement where one 

of the dancers looked as if they were pulling on the squares at their infinity.  During this 

movement the dancers pulling hand moved in the trigger zone, which was set to activate 

the animation of the squares to begin.  It appeared as if the choreography pulled the 

squares into the space.  The movement of the square geometry around the cube was 

crossfaded into a still image of vertical white stripes that was rotated around the walls as 

if the dancers were surrounded by vertical bands of the squares.  The whole effect was 

eventually paired with a whooshing sound effect during the pull and a change of ambient 

music as it faded into the rotating bars.   

The paint effect was not very exacting when it came to the correlation of the 

dancer to the image being painted.  Using skeletal tracking from Kinect B we mapped the 

X, Y points from the sensor to the UV points of walls 1, 2 and 3 combined.  The field of 

view of the Kinect sensor was not quite as wide as the three walls, so the image mapping 

was stretched to fill the full width of the walls causing the first inconsistency.  We were 

only looking at the X and Y position of the dancer and treating the three walls as one 

two-dimensional surface when in fact they were three-dimensional.  Because of these 

variances the movement to image correlation on the sidewalls was slightly skewed.  In 

relation to the sensor the center wall (wall 2 which was opposite of the Kinect sensor) 

tracked X, Y of the dancer to U, V of the wall.  On the side walls the X, Y of the dancer 

looked as if it correlated to the U, W of the wall.  The effect relied upon the dancer 

getting to know the intricacies of the programing.  Despite the inconsistencies the paint 

effect read well enough that most audience was able to recognize that the dancer was 

virtually painting.   

The corner pull and image spin effect are effects that are independent of the 

movement tracking of the dancers, but used the zone triggers to be activated.  Corner pull 

used the light tunnel comp from Touch Designer.  The light tunnel comp takes an image 

and distorts it around a given radius placed with in the plane of the image.  The image 
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can be seen through the circle created by the radius and the pixels along the edge of the 

radius are repeated as rays radiating out from the circle.  We created three instances of 

this effect, placing one each in corners 2, 3 and 4.  Corner 1 would not work since it is the 

seam of the wrapped image.  Each was programed to activate when one of the dancers 

activated the zone trigger in that same corner.  So the result of the effect would be the 

image looking as if it is pulling towards the dancer in the corner.  The radius was placed 

low to the ground in corners 2 and 3 and high in the corner in 4.  Both corner pull and 

image spin used the same static image, a stylized silhouette skyline.  Image spin was 

activated when two of the corner triggers were activated at the same time.  One dancer 

was in corner 2 while the other was in 4.  The image simply translated position along the 

wall and appeared to spin around the dancers.   

Video feed is an effect that used the RGB camera feed and the index of the Kinect 

rather than the depth sensor and skeletal tracking.   Because we aligned the images from 

the infrared and color cameras it was possible to take the image of the dancer from the 

RGB camera and mask out everything but the dancer’s form using the index.  This made 

it possible to isolate the dancer’s image separate from any of the remaining background 

imagery the RGB camera might pick up.  Once the image of the dancers was isolated we 

stepped through all the available built in effects in the camera feed to find one that was 

visually appealing.  Looking at the different versions of this effect was something we did 

as part of a later rehearsal with advisors in attendance to get immediate response to the 

different manipulations of the image.  Feedback Edge was the manipulation that had the 

strongest, most positive response.   

REHEARSAL WITH DANCERS AND CHOREOGRAPHER 

The first rehearsal with dancers and choreographer was on Monday, January 9th. 

This was the first opportunity to put together the movement tracking pieces and the 

dancers to see if we could create a piece that would be engaging to an audience.  The 

dancers, Connor Tempe and Anna Starr, showed up with Erica and we were able to walk 

through the existing effects, see how they interacted with the dancers and multiple bodies 
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in the space.  I was able to get some good information on functionality, and Erica began 

to think through movement phrasing to use with each one.  

While I did start with a series of preconceived effects the rehearsal process 

sparked new ones.  During this first rehearsal Erica suggested a number of ideas of other 

possible visual effects.  The idea that I was most drawn to is what eventually became 

particle people.  Erica suggested an image where the silhouette of a person was made up 

of one color of particles and outside of this silhouette the body would put off another 

color of particles.  Thematically the boxes that we are put in don’t always match whom 

we are inside.  I began thinking about the energy we each choose to put into the world 

and how sometimes it different from what we actually are inside.  This gave us the idea 

of the particles inside the body not matching those on the outside.   The idea appealed to 

me so Rachel and I spent time looking at how we might create it.  This became what we 

called the particle people effect and is the effect we spent the most time working on, 

revising and rebuilding. 

Particle people became the most challenging effect we created.  In order to create 

the different layers based on the body shape of the dancer we initially looked at using 

silhouette information via the index data, and placing a particle emitter along the spine 

using the skeletal data.  TouchDesigner handles the index data and the skeletal data 

differently. The index treats the image as 2D and the skeletal data is 3D.  Getting imagery 

created with these separate datasets to stay lined up with each other in the projection 

plane was difficult. The alignment of the images changes because the 3D placement of 

the body projects differently than the 2D placement based on the field of view of the 

sensor.  It is that transfer from reading 3D space to projecting on a 2D surface that causes 

the variance.  This explains to an extent why Chunky Move did their body tracking flat 

on the floor/wall: That way the read distance is exactly the same as the projection 

distance and the imagery is created in the same plane. 

Once I had worked through a series of effects and scenarios it became a matter 

figuring out how to use these piece to convey the theme and make a story and engage the 

audience.  Each effect became its own block.  Something that stood alone.  While I did 
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have a thematic arc, figuring out how to use each of these effects within it was a puzzle.  

I ended up writing the name of each on an index card along with cards that said 

‘choreography’ and moving them around on the floor to come up with some sort of order. 

I was able to attach each section to a piece of the story arc which I shared with Erica.  I 

wasn’t sure that it was a very strong story arch, but it was something to work with.  Erica 

and I moved a few things around together and had something that gave shape to the 

piece.   

Between January 3 and January 15 I had three rehearsals with the choreographer 

and dancers: Monday the 9th, Thursday the 12th, and Sunday the 15th which my advisors 

Sven Ortel and Andrea Beckham also attended.  Each rehearsal we looked at the effects 

in relation to the movements, the changes in their programing that happened since the 

previous rehearsal and worked on forming Reflective Impulse.  I worked during the day 

on programing notes and Rachel joined me in the evening and on weekend days.  

Together we continued to refine the programing and begin to think about playback for the 

performance.   

 January 16th brought an end to our laboratory time in Winship 1.134.  We took 

down the cube and its system and boxed it all up to be ready to move into the SAC 

Blackbox theatre starting January 24th. During our run through on the 15th Sven 

mentioned a TouchDesigner playback interface recently released by Greg Hermanovic.24 

Rachel and I found this interface and began to see how we could adapt our show to use it.    

 

                                                
24 Hermanovic, Greg. "timeBase – a Multi-Layer Timeline Component." Derivative Forum, 

www.derivative.ca/Forum/viewtopic.php?f=22&t=9679&hilit=greg#p36601. Accessed 28 Feb. 
2017. 
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Figure 12: Cube equipment in storage in the UITM Hub waiting to load into the SAC 
Blackbox. 

 

IN THE VENUE –  SAC BLACK BOX THEATRE 

Loading into the SAC Blackbox Theatre began on Tuesday, January 24th.  The 

first few days were concentrated on light hang and getting all the equipment and cube 

pieces into the space. Mercedes McCleary took care of everything lighting along with the 

University Unions staff.  Thursday the 26th we were able to put down the marley and 

construct the cube.  That evening Erica and the dancers came in for what amounted to a 

spacing rehearsal since the projectors were not up and running yet nor was the fabric 

walls of the cube complete.  Friday Kate and I were able to finish load in and focus.  

Friday night, Saturday and Sunday mornings Rachel and I worked on system testing, 

calibration and setting up the user interface.  Sunday afternoon Wyatt Laster, our board 

operator, came in to walk though the systems for both Reflective Impulse and The 

Culling.   

The rest of the week consisted of refining of programing and tech/dress 

rehearsals.  Monday night was our first tech rehearsal running with all the pieces in the 

space.  The progression of the piece seemed like with a little adjustment would probably 
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work.  Each effect had minor adjustments mostly dealing with speed and cleaning up the 

generated imagery.  Rachel and I continued to make adjustments to the playback 

interface.  Thursday afternoon was final dress rehearsal for Reflective Impulse.   Opening 

night and reception were Friday, February 3rd, with second and third performances 

Saturday the 4th.  The opening reception and performance was well attended and received.  

There were a few glitches with the response time in some of the zone triggers that we 

addressed before the second and third performance.  Based on the audience response 

survey and individual conversation was impressed. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Opening of the piece with the paint effect 
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Figure 14: Corner pull reacting to the position of the dancer in the corner. 

 

 

Figure 15: An early stage of particle people 
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Figure 16: Rotating bars following corner pull 
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Taking it Apart and Putting it Back Together Again 

Having large audiences for the first set of performances in the SAC Black Box 

gave me lots of feedback for what worked well and what could be improved upon for the 

South by Southwest (SXSW) performance on March 11th.  Components that emerged that 

affected the success of the piece and the audience engagement were the response time of 

the imagery to the movement, the clarity of imagery and the cohesion between all the 

parts.  If what the audience shared the noticed about the technology was unclear it took 

the audience out of the performance.  Having gaps in the flow of the piece also 

disengaged the audience.   

Transitions were not smooth.  The piece became a series of separate effects strung 

together.  Which is not surprising given that is how it was built.  The intricacies of the 

effect blocks became a defining factor on how the movement worked and how we 

transitioned between those effects. The story arch was structured to fit those effect pieces 

and ultimately was not very coherent as narrative.  The effects we were able to create to 

use the tracking data were rough.  Things were not as responsive as I felt they could be.  

Being new to programing in Touch Designer I know that Rachel and I made new user 

choices that were not the most efficient for computer processing and may not have used 

the capabilities of the software in the best ways.  

The week after our performance in the SAC Black Box Erica Gionfriddo and I sat 

down to talk through the piece and what we thought worked well and didn’t.  We decided 

to rework the beginning, cutting the paint effect witch wasn’t precise enough to be 

successful.   In order to highlight specific effects we made changes to some of the 

choreography, adding in stillness and specific moments to get the effects to generate 

imagery in a certain ways.  I would work to clean up the responsiveness of the zone 

triggers on the corner pull section and Erica would work with the dancers to not be so 

heavy handed at looking for the effects.  Image spin felt redundant to have the dancers 

trigger and it lagged so it became a cue taken by the operator.  We talked through the 

thematic significance of particle people and how it fit. This led to re-ordered the 
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sequence of a few things and adding two new effects: a sound trigger that reacted to the 

dancers shouting or clapping and dropped the particles following particle people clearing 

the scene, and city rise in which one of the dancers would lift the city image out of the 

floor.      

Thanks to the College of Fine Arts (COFA) and our performance at SXSW we 

had the opportunity to revise and refine the piece.  Additionally COFA made funds 

available for us work with a guest artist, who is an experienced TouchDesigner 

programmer.  Jonathan Thompson came to Austin to help us make many of these 

changes.  Another challenge with this revision was cutting the piece down from its 

original 15 minutes to 7 minutes to fit the performance time allotted at the SXSW event.   

February 18th we moved into a second temporary lab space in Belmont Hall to 

begin another round of development on the piece.  Jonathan was in Austin February 23rd 

thru March 2nd working with us.  We worked on optimizing the programing, eliminating 

redundancy that slowed the system down.  This removed much of the latency in the 

reaction time of the triggers and image generation.  We spent time refining the imagery in 

video feed and brightening the image.  Particle people got completely reworked in an 

attempt at better aligning the body silhouette with the particle generation points, fitting it 

into the walls better, and cleaning up the imagery.  The sound trigger to the particles was 

also added.  The city rise effect was built and calibrated to the dancers.  Jonathan created 

a new custom user interface to replace the system Rachel and I hacked together using the 

playback interface by Greg Hermanovic.   

There were a few changes to the position of the Kinects that I would have liked to 

have made to better align the field of view of the sensors with the projector outputs in 

order lessen the 3D to 2D transitional creep of the imagery.  Since Kinect B was apart of 

the shared system with Kate’s piece The Culling moving the Kinect sensor was not an 

option.  Jonathan worked out an alternative method of creating and outputting imagery 

for the cube that worked in 3D space instead of in the 2D UV map output that Rachel and 

I had created.  However,  there was not enough time to do the work needed to complete 

the significant rebuild on all the effects to make them work with this new 3D space.  So 
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we optimized the effects in the ways we could within the existing 2D UV map setup and 

used Jonathan’s 3D space to create a stand-alone interactive experience for audience 

members to play with the movement interaction with in the cube.    

I had three rehearsals with the dancers during this second lab time.  Working with 

them to refine calibration of the reworked triggers and adjusting choreography.  March 4th 

we wrapped up our workshop time in the Belmont Hall lab space with two performances 

for Explore UT, a recruiting event that invites the community to visit the University of 

Texas at Austin to experience the work being done at the university.  We treated these 

performances on March 4th as our final dress rehearsal for the SXSW performances the 

following week.  In two, 50 minute time slots we had close to two hundred middle and 

high school students view the piece and interact with the cube.  The revised 7minute 

piece was much tighter.  Other than cutting the beginning introduction to the piece not 

much of the actual choreography was cut.  Reordering the effects, reworking and 

tightening the transitions, and refining the responsiveness of the effects and triggers all 

went into condensing the performance.   

Despite having to work through some technical difficulties during our very short 

load in time for our SXSW performance at 3TEN ACL Live, we managed to get it all 

working and performed the show.  The presentation of the piece at SXSW was different 

than our other performances in that it was linked with an interview with Dean Dough 

Dempster of COFA and couched in a larger conversation about creating the arts college 

of the future.   
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Outcomes & Reflections 

The bulk of creating Reflective Impulse has been very technically driven process.  

While the focus has been on creating this piece, my main goals have been looking at what 

elements make up successful interactive and immersive performances while attempting to 

assess what benefits motion tracking via point cloud generating devices offer a designer 

and asking how best to use motion tracking technology to aid in storytelling and audience 

engagement.  It has been a process of learning by doing: Teaching myself the technology 

that I anticipated being useful tools for interactive performance design in order to create a 

piece to present for audience response.    

A big piece of questioning the benefits of movement tracking using point cloud 

generating devices had to do with figuring out how to distinguish between and follow 

unique individuals. The Kinect’s ability to track multiple bodes in space is an advantage 

over camera feeds.  However the Kinect was not a plug and play solution for multiple 

body tracking. The index tracking depends upon the recognition of a form that is similar 

to a human standing in a T-stance.  Because of the extreme 3 dimensionality of dance the 

Kinect’s ability to recognize this distal T-stance was challenging.  Specifically when the 

dancers were partnering, performing floor work, or any other movement that was 

proximal (extremities inward) seemed to cause the Kinect to drop the index of the 

performer.  This is something we struggled with through out the development of the piece 

having to shift the choreography or programing at times so to not confuse the sensor.  It is 

possible that a networked system of sensors such as the OpenPtrack system (an open 

source multi-camera project designed for person tracking) would be better equipped at 

maintaining tracking of unique individuals.25  I certainly find it promising, but that is a 

level of system complication beyond my current abilities and this investigation.   

Working in 3D is complicated.   Translating the 3D point cloud based movement 

tracking into generated imagery that then is projected via a 2D image UV mapped to a 2D 

                                                
25 "How OpenPTrack Works." OpenPTrack, openptrack.org/overview-how-openptrack-works/. Accessed 

23 Nov. 2016. 
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surface includes a whole level of calculations needed to adjust for the depth value.  In a 

2D video image a performer moving closer or further away from the camera does not 

change their position X and Y in the video image.  With depth sensing devices movement 

along the Z or depth axis can change the position of the performer in respect to a 2D 

video image created from the depth sensor camera.  This shift of the imagery is what I 

think of as 3D to 2D transitional creep.  This is especially true if the pitch angle of the 

sensor is significantly different from the plane of the Z movement of the performers.  

Counteracting this 3D to 2D transitional creep is very difficult when working with just 

the bodies in space.  I did find that there is a function within the Kinect SDK that will 

read the pitch angle of the Kinect in relative position to the joints that are being tracked 

and make an adjustment. I have not yet figured out how to utilize this function or how 

successful it would be to counteracting this transitional creep.  Since the system for 

Reflective Impulse was set up to generate imagery on a flat plane that was then UV 

mapped to the 3D space, this 3D to 2D transition alignment challenge was something that 

effected most of the imagery using the 3D tracking data.   

Continually revising the particle people effect really began to illustrate the 

differences between working in 2D and 3D.  It became clear to me why the live generated 

imagery of Chunky Move (Friedric Weiss) was done with a performer flat on the ground.  

Basically doing that puts the plane, or Z value of the 3D space that is being tracked on the 

same plane as the 2D projections.  Thus it minimizes the variance created based on the Z 

position.  The sharp outlines created in Chunky Move’s pieces Mortal Engine26 or Glow 

would have been significantly more difficult to create if the performers were not flat on 

the floor plane.  If they had been standing in front of a projection surface even taking a 

step forward towards the sensor can introduce alignment error especially depending on 

where the sensor is positioned.  

Being able to use 3D zone triggers has a lot of advantage for triggering effects in 

this piece.  As long as the sensor could see the body part that was being tracked they were 

easy ways to take advantage of the point cloud.     
                                                
26 Weiss, Frieder. Moral Engine. 
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AUDIENCE RESPONSE 

In my audience response survey I asked viewers how important they though the 

roll of technology was in the piece and how much they felt technology aided in their 

engagement with the piece.  Another question was, if the projections assisted in telling a 

story and what story they saw.  I also asked what they liked and disliked about the piece 

and if they enjoyed being able to move around during the performance.  Audience 

members who took the surveys attended the February 3rd and 4th performances in the 

SAC Black Box and Explore UT on March 4th.  The Explore UT audience was a younger 

audience, returning over half the surveys for the day from people under 18.  The SXSW 

audience response was assessed by talking with the audience during and after the event 

on March 11th.    

The majority of survey respondents replied that technology was important or very 

important to the piece. The under 18 group had a higher average of those who thought the 

technology was very important to the piece.  The younger audience immediately 

recognized the Kinect sensors and guessed at how the tracking was being done.  The first 

night, Friday, February 3rd had the largest audience and the most technical glitches in the 

performance.  The survey comments from this night indicated that people had a harder 

time determining if the imagery was connected to the movement.  However that didn’t 

seem to impact how they rated their engagement with the piece.  The overall response to 

feeling that technology aided in their engagement of the piece was high, but there were 

multiple comments that stated that people were pulled out of the performance when the 

technology didn’t seem to be responding correctly.   

There was a more mixed response to the question of weather the projections 

assisted in telling a story.  Many people commented on not being able to discern a story 

at all.  Those who did see a story primarily saw a piece about a relationship that they took 

to be romantic or even abusive.  While the concept piece was about people’s relationships 

to each other, depicting a romantic or abusive relationship was not my intention.  In my 

experience male/female duets often conveyed a level of romance or relationship weather 

it is intended or not.  That seemed to come into play here as well.  Erica and I deliberately 
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chose to shift which dancer ended in the cube for the second round of performances.  The 

comments received from Explore UT about what the piece was about did seem to shift.  

There were more conversations about relationship in general but also thoughts that it 

might be about self-reflection.  The comments about it being a romantic or love 

relationship were less fraught.  I do think this had in part to do with having the female 

dancer end the piece outside the cube instead of the male dancer.        

The primary moment of the piece that the audience found to be successful was the 

square pull when Connor ‘pulled’ squares through Anna and the growing white squares 

became slowly rotating bars around the space.   Another favorite moment was the video 

feed moments when the scaled up distorted images of the dancers appeared by themselves 

on the walls.  Both of these moments were clean and simplistic, and clearly reacted to the 

movement of the dancers.   

There was mixed response to particle people. Some people found it captivating 

with its colors engulfing the space others found it overwhelming.  The response to the 

city image emphasized to me that the imagery was too literal.  It was just realistic enough 

that people grabbed on to it with very distinct meanings.  I received multiple responses 

similar to this one: “Two young peiple fell in love and struggled thorugh their lives in 

NYC.”  An one respondent directly said: the “city seems literal/cliché.”  Adjusting the 

city image to be more abstract was a note I received during the development of the piece. 

I chose to not make the change hoping that I could use it to insert just a little bit of 

current event political commentary into the piece.  It did not work.  It was way to heavy 

handed and to fit within the rest of the piece.   

REFLECTIONS 

TouchDesigner is a very broad program with significant customizability.  While it 

did prove to be more accessible to me as a non-coder working with it is still difficult and 

I still has a very large learning curve.  Given the appropriate programing acumen 

TouchDesigner is a fully capable tool for working with point-cloud data in performance.   
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Creating Reflective Impulse and all its effect components was a way of working 

with 3D tracking using depth sensing devices in order to assess the applicability of these 

tools for interactive movement performance design.  I certainly expanded my 

understanding of how the Kinect and creating imagery in TouchDesigner can work.  It 

also became clear to me that there is still much to learn about how to use the Kinect and 

TouchDesigner.  As a tool for generative design the Kinect with its point cloud and 

tracking capabilities and TouchDesigner as a programing platform each certainly offer 

many things to the designer. 
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Appendix  

AUDIENCE SURVEY 

Half page audience survey handed out to audience members on February 3rd, 4th, 

and March 4th. 

 

Figure 17: Audience survey flyer 
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AUDIENCE SURVEY RESPONSE DATA 

 

 

Table 1: The importance of the roll of technology in Reflective Impulse – Count of 
audience responses per performance. 

 

Table 2: The importance of the roll of technology in Reflective Impulse – Percentage of 
total audience response. 
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Table 3: The count of audience responses per performance – How do you feel technology 
aided in your engagement with the piece? 

 

 

Table 4: Percentage of total audience response – How much do you feel technology aided 
in your engagement with the piece?  
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Table 5: The count of audience responses per performance – How do you feel technology 
aided in your engagement with the piece? 

 

Table 6: Percentage of total audience response – How much do you feel technology aided 
in your engagement with the piece?  
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Table 7: The count of audience responses per performance – Did you enjoy being able to 
move around during the performance 

 

 

Table 8: Percentage of total audience response – How much do you feel technology aided 
in your engagement with the piece? 
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CUBE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Figure 18: Cube assembly instructions provided by the Texas Performing Arts Scene 
Shop 
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